Announcing bitFlyer Lightning for Android

bitFlyer, Inc. (“bitFlyer”, HQ: Minato-ku, Tokyo) has added its pro trading tool, bitFlyer Lightning, to the Android version of our bitFlyer Wallet app (the iOS version was released on November 26, 2018).

bitFlyer Lightning for Android
We’ve optimized the layout of bitFlyer Lightning for Android devices including the following features.

- A comprehensive and user-friendly interface that displays trading information
- The price movement on charts and order books are displayed with low latency
- Orders can be placed while checking the order book’s information

How to access bitFlyer Lightning through our Android app
1. Open the bitFlyer Wallet app on an Android device and tap the Lightning tab
2. Tap BTC/JPY (Spot) or BTC-FX/JPY (FX)
3. The Android version of bitFlyer Lightning will launch

Download bitFlyer Wallet for Android here.

*bitFlyer Wallet for Android must be updated to the latest version (3.0.0 or higher) to use bitFlyer Lightning.
*Compared to other features, Lightning requires more processing power, memory, and communication bandwidth. We recommend the use of a high-performance device in a reliable communication environment. Depending on the device or communication environment being used, information updates may be delayed or lost.

Before trading on our exchange, please carefully read our Disclaimers page.  
https://bitflyer.com/en-jp/disclaimers
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